Team Developer 2005.1 - Program
Temporary Fixes (PTFs)
List of Defects Fixed
Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) offer quick resolution to specific known problems in a given
release. Therefore, PTFs do not go through the same extensive quality assurance and field
testing as do Maintenance Releases or Major Product Releases.
This document contains a list of known bugs present in Team Developer 2005.1 and for which
verified fixes have since been made in the base version. Since PTFs are cumulative, those
fixes listed in a given PTF are available only in combination with all fixes listed for earlier PTFs.

PTF2 (Build 13826)
Defect ID

Description

82076

SQL Server via OLE DB: Using a variable or window that is set to NUMBER_Null as bind in
the WHERE clasue causes Invalid input parameter values. Check the status values for
detail.'

82181

Quickly single-clicking on rows generates double clicks.

82287

OLEDB consumer against non-SQLBase provider only : Changing DBP_AUTOCOMMIT on
the fly from ON to OFF multiple times returns error "Cannot start more transactions on this
session"

82588

Can't re-open a report after adding Suppress Line Spacing to a specific line of a report.

83405

Function SalTblPopulate() does lots of file I/O against WIN.INI file, causing slow
performance

83517

Report Builer on Winodws with locale set to SWEDISH, and formating a date field as yyyyMM-dd will result in getting format yyyy MM dd instead, and date will not appear in preview.
Works fine with English-US locale.

83788

Report Builder specific QRP crashing, with 100% CPU usage, when loading.

83910

Popup edit table column loses its value when the focus is set away from the column.

84203

Need a better look and feel for flat-style buttons when they are pressed.

84335

The SqlINI system variable is not completely functional.

84366

SalFmtGetPicture() returns invalid data.

84941

Selecting a value from a Table Window drop-down column, then moving to a different cell,
causes the value in the other cell to change unexpectedly.

85368

SqlConnect( ) gets confused when using ODBC application to select data from different
tables in different databases.

86402

Changing a value in the drop-down list of a table window cell makes the value in the other
cells of the same column change as well.

86403

On SAM_AnyEdit of a column with drop-down cell type, if you set the focus on another cell
using SalTblSetFocusCell() then it keeps generating SAM_AnyEdit for the same column
and get into a recursive call and fails with unrecoverable error.

86998

Sql Error -2147467259 Syntax error or access violation when a select statement returns
more than 1 row from SQL Server.

86999

Sql Error -2147467259 Parameter Information cannot be derived from SQL statements with
sub-select queries when executing an UPDATE statement which uses a sub-select query
and a bind variable.

PTF1 (Build 13822)
Defect ID

Description

79174

Combo boxes do not print correctly with SalPrtPrintForm.

82604

Memory leak in UDV.

83491

TD crashes when STRING_Null is used with CStructPutString function. Using " " instead
works just fine.

83910

Popup edit table column loses its value when the focus is set away from the column.

83956

Error ORA-06502 when invoking Oracle stored procedure using OLEDB. Similar code works
fine from VB.

83957

Japanese Windows system only: functions SalStrRightX and SalStrRight used with
concatenation don't work properly.

83976

Cyrillic characters don't show up correctly on controls.

84069

Turning SqlSetResultSet( ) ON and OFF from the application fails at certain point.

84078

TD2005.1 requires a remotedbname for TD to connect to an ODBC source. It doesn't create
a GUPTA.INI and doesn't use it even if one is copied from an old version.

84127

Using bind variable in a subselect with SQL Server throws an error "-2147467259
parameter information cannot be derived from SQL Statements with sub-select queries. Set
parameter information before preparing command."

84205

XML function childNodes() should succeed if there are no child nodes, but the node list
should be empty.

84208

DOM Level 2 method for node is hasAttributes() , this need to be added in the current
implementation of SAL XML support in TD.

84209

Xerces parser implementation in TD , adoptNode was removed because it is not supported
by our current DOM implementation.

84213

A SAM_Validate message is not sent to a data field when you tab out of it the first time and
the data field precedes a non-editable, disabled data field. The problem only occurs on the
first TAB through the window.

84214

Function XMLNode.replaceChild fails

84215

Node Lists use upper bounds as length where it should be upper bounds + 1

84448

SalStrBufferLength() returns inconsistent length with different strings on Japanese Windows
XP.
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